
41.

ON Λ REMARKABLE DISCOVERY IN THE THEORY OF CANONICAL FORMS AND OF HYPERDETERMINANTS.
[Philosophical Magazine, ιι. (1851), pp. 391—410.]In a recently printed continuation* of a paper which appeared in the 

Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, I published a complete solution of the following problem. A homogeneous function of x, y of the degree 2n + 1 being given, required to represent it as the sum of n + 1 powers of linear functions of x, y. I shall prepare the way for the more remarkable investigations which form the proper object of this paper, by giving a new and more simple solution of this linear transformation.Let the given function be 
and suppose that this is identical with

The problem is evidently possible and definite, there being 2n + 2 equations to be satisfied, and (2n ÷ 2) quantities pι, qι, &c. for satisfying the same.In order to effect the solution, let
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266 On a remarkable Discovery in the Theory of [41 we have then

Eliminate p-,, p,...pnu between the 1st, 2nd, 3rd ... (n + 2)th equations, and it is easily seen that we obtain
Again, eliminating in like manner ∙∙∙73n'i‰ι betweenthe 2nd, 3rd ... (n + 3)th equations, we obtain 

and proceeding in the same way until we come to the combination of the(n + l)th ... (27z + 2)th equations, and writing 

we find

Hence it is obvious that 
is a constant multiple of the determinant

* These equations in their simplified form arise from the ordinary result of elimination, in this case containing as a factor the product of the differences of the quantities λj, λ,, ... λ^ψj.
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41] Canonical Forms and of Hyper determinants. 267
IHence λj, λa... λ„+ι are known, and consequently

are known, by the solution of an equation of the {n + l)th degree. Thus suppose the given function to be
we shall have, by an easy inference from what has preceded.
equal to a numerical multiple of the determinant

The solution of the problem given by me in the paper before alluded to presents itself under an apparently different and rather less simple form. Thus, in the case in question, we shall find according to that solution.
equal to a numerical multiple of the determinant

The two determinants, however, are in fact identical, as is easily verified, for the coefficients of a? and τ∕≡ are manifestly alike ; and the coefficient of a^y in the second form will be made up of the three determinants, 

of which the latter two vanish, and the first is identical with the coefficient of in the first solution. The same thing is obviously true in regard of the coefficients of xy^ in the two forms, and a like method may be applied to show that in all cases the determinant above given is identical with the determinant of my former paper, namely
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268 On a remarkable Discovery in the Theory of [41Thus, then, we see that for odd-degreed functions, the reduction to their canonical form of the sum of (n + 1) powers depends upon the solution of one single equation of the (w + l)th degree, and can never be effected in more than one way.This new form of the resolving determinant affords a beautiful criterion for a function of x, y of the degree 2n + 1 being composed of n instead of, as in general, (n +1) powers. In order that this may be the case, it is obvious that two conditions must be satisfied; but I pointed out in my supplemental paper on canonical forms, that all the coefficients of the resolving determinant must vanish, which appears to give far too many conditions. Thus, suppose we have
The conditions of catalecticism, that is, of its being expressible under the form of the sum of three (instead of, as in general, four) seventh powers, requires that all the coefficients of the different powers of x and y must vanish in the determinant 

in other words, we must have five determinants.

all separately zero. But by my hotnaloidal law*, all these five equations amount only to (5 —4)(5-3), that is, to 2. I may notice here, that a theorem substantially identical with this law, and another absolutely identical with the theorem of compound determinants given by me in this Magazine, and afterwards generalized in a paper also publishedf in this Magazine, entitled
[* p. lδθ above.] [t p. 241 above.] 
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41] Canonical Forms and of Hyper determinants. 269“ On the Relations between the Minor Determinants of Linearly Equivalent Quadratic Forms,” have been subsequently published as original in a recent number of M. Liouville’s journal.The general condition of mere singularity, as distinguished from cata- lecticism, that is, of the function of the degree 2w + 1, being incapable of being expressed as the sum of n + 1 powers, is that the resolving resultant shall have two equal roots; in other words, that its determinant shall be zero.Mr Cayley has pointed out to me a very elegant mode of identifying the two forms of the resolving resultant, which I have much pleasure in subjoining. Take as the example a function of the fifth degree, we have by the multiplication of determinants.

which dividing out each side of the equation by y≡, immediately gives the identity required, and the method is obviously general.Turn we now to consider the mode of reducing a biquadratic function of two letters to its canonical form, videlicet

Let the given function be written 
'Let ^then we have 
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270 On a remarkable Discovery in the Theory of [41Eliminating f and h between the first, second and third; the second, third and fourth; and the third, fourth and fifth equations successively, we obtain

Let nowand we shall have
Hence v will be found from the cubic equation 

that is, 
in which equation it will not fail to be noticed that the coefficient of is zero, and the remaining coefficients are the two well-known hyperdeterminants, or, as I propose henceforth to call them, the two Invariants of the form 
be it also further remarked that 
in which equation the coefficient of 8/z. is the Determinant or Invariant of
When V is thus found, s^, and ∕ι, being given by the equations in terms of v, are known, and by the solution of a quadratic λj, λj become known in terms of β,, ¾, and f h in terms of λj, λ2, μ, and the problem is completely determined. The most symmetrical mode of stating this method of soluti'"^ is to suppose the given function thrown under the form® jntιcal wιt∣∙' ÷.71 y >^>i(igazine, an*

Magazine, entitlfThen λvrιtιng
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41] Canonical Forms and of Hyper determinants. 271

— V, the quantity to be found by the solution of the cubic last given, becomes
I shall now proceed to apply the same method to the reduction of the function 
under the form of
It will be convenient to begin, as in the last case, by taking 
and 
we shall then have nine equations for determining the nine unknown quantities of the general form 
where t has all values from 0 to 8 inclusive, and where 
multiplied into the coefficient ofTaking these nine equations in consecutive fives, beginning with the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and ending with the fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, we obtain the five equations following:— 

where
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272 On a remarkable Discovery in the Theory of [41Developing now Z7≡, we have

Hence

Hence we have
where it will be observed that I is the quadratic invariant of U. Making nowwe shall have the five following equations:— 

so that the problem reduces itself to finding v, which is found from the equation of the fifth degree:—
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41] Canonical Forms and of Hyper determinants. 273

V, it will be observed, being 72 times the quadratic invariant of 
the function being supposed to be thrown under the form of
It IS obvious that in the equation for finding v, all the coefficients being functions of the invariable quantities ∕>ι, ⅛ι, &c., and e, must be themselves invariants of the given function; so that the determinant last given will present under one point of view four out of the six invariants belonging to a function of the eighth degree, and these four will be of the degrees 2, 3, 4, δ respectively*.I shall now proceed to generalize this remarkable law, and to demonstrate the existence and mode of finding 2n consecutively-degreed independent invariants of any homogeneous function of the degree 4n, and of n ÷ 1 consecutively-even-degreed independent invariants of any homogeneous function of the degree 4n + 2; a result, whether we look to the fact of such invariants existing, or to the simplicity of the formula for obtaining them, equally unexpected and important, and tending to clear up some of the most obscure, and at the same time interesting points in this great theory of algebraical transformations.In the first place, let me recall to my readers in the simplest form what is meant by an invariant]· of a homogeneous function, say of two variables 
X and y. If the coefficients of the function f{x, y) be called a, b, c ...I, and if when for x we put lx + my, and for y, nx-∖-py, where Ip — nn≈l, the coefficients of the corresponding terms become α', b' ... V∙, and if 
then I is defined to be an invariant of f.Let now f{x, y} be a homogeneous function in x, y of the 2tth degree, and write 
where ξ and η are independent of x, y, and Ip — mn = 1.Let 
then

* The reasoning in this paragraph seems of doubtful conclusiveness. It may be accepted, however, as a fact of observation con∩nned and generalized by the subsequent theorem, that the coefficients are invariants.t Olim, Hyperdeterminant, Constant derivative.
8. 18
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274 On a remarkable Discovery in the Theory of [41and if we now write 
we findAgain, from the equations between x', y', x, y, find 

thereforeHence
Again,

Hence

But P' being of t dimensions in ξ' and y', and also in x and y, each of the equations above written will be of t dimensions in x and y, and of no dimensions in y ; in fact, the successive terms of the right-hand members of the above t + 1 equations will be multiples of the (t + 1) quantities
Consequently a linear resultant may be taken of 
treating x'∖ x'^~'^y ...y'· as independent, and as quantities to be eliminated; and this, according to a well-known principle of elimination, will prove 
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41] Canonical Forms and of Hyper determinants. bthe linear resultant of the foregoing equations to be equal to the linear resultant of 
multiplied by the determinant

This last written determinant may be shown from the method of √c+l)its formation to be equal to (Ip — mn) , that is, to unity, because 
Ip — mn = 1. Again, since 

the resultant of P'... P∖ obtained by treating x∖ χ∙∙~^y ...y∙- the eliminables, will be equal to the resultant of the same functions when 
x'∖ x^~^y'... y'*· are taken as the eliminables* multiplied by a power of the determinant 

which determinant, like the last, is unity. Thus, then, we have succeeded in showing that the resultant obtained by eliminating x∖ x*^~^y ... y- between 
is equal to the resultant obtained by eliminating {xf, x''∙~^y' ...y''∙ between

* For the statement of the general principle of the change of the variables of elimination, see my paper in the March Number, 1851, of the Camb, and Dub. Math. Jour. [p. 186 above], 
18—2 
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On a remarkable Discovery in the Theory of [41or, which is evidently the same thing, the resultant obtained by eliminating 
x∖ ... y'- between 
that is to say, this last resultant remains absolutely unaltered in value when for X, y we write respectively 
provided that Ip — mn = 1,Hence by definition this resultant is an invariant f{x, y∖ and λ being arbitrary, all the separate coefficients of the powers of λ in this resultant must also be invariants. I proceed to express this resultant in terms of λ and the coefficients of {x, y}. Let w = 1.2.3 ... t, and 

and
Vie find, writing
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41] Canonical Forms and of Hyper determinants. 277 accordingly, by eliminating 
we obtain as the required resultant*,

Inasmuch as all the coefficients of λ in this expression are invariants of 
f {x, y}, and there are no invariants of the first order, it is clear that the coefficient of X‘ must be always zero, which is easily verified.Again, if t is odd, the determinant remains unaltered if we write — λ for λ; hence when y) is of the degree 4e + 2, all the coefficients of the odd powers of λ disappear. Thus, then, our theorem at once demonstrates that a function of x, y of the degree 4e has 2e invariants of all degrees from 2 up to 2e + 1 inclusive, and that a function of x, y of the degree 4e + 2 has e + 1 invariants whose degrees correspond to all the even numbers in the series from 2 to 2e + 2.But in order that the proposition, as above stated, may be understood in its full import and value, it is necessary to show that these invariants are independent of one another, which is usually a most troublesome and difficult task in inquiries of this description, but which the peculiar form of our grand determinant enables us to accomplish with extraordinary facility. In order to make the spirit of the demonstration more apparent, take the case of a function of the twelfth degree, whose coefficients, divided by the 12.11successive binomial numbers 1, 12, —, &c. may be called

* Mr Cayley has made the valuable observation, that λ (given by equating to zero the above determinant) may be defined by means of the equation 
ψ being itself a certain rational integral form of a function of the tth degree, the ratio of whose coefficients would be given by virtue of the above equations as functions of λ and the coefficients of /(«, y).
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278 On a remarkable Discovery in the Theory of [41Our grand determinant then takes the form

Here it will be observed that
a and m appear only 1 time.
b and I ... 2 times.c and k ... 3 ...
d and j ... 4
e and i ... 5
f and A ... 6 ...

g ... 7 ...Let now the coefficients be called
and manifestly are independent.Again, if possible, let then a and m would appear twice in Lf4>contrary to the rule.Hence is independent ofFor a similar reason Lfj cannot depend onAgain, if possible, let

H2’ will contain which by the rule cannot appear in H^Ht, or in ATa’’. Hence j9 = θ∙ j -Also Lf4 will contain × ⅛]⅛e coefficient of λ® in
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41] Canonical Forms and of Hyperdeterminants. 219 which is not zero. And also contains bl; hence will contain δ’Ζ®.But will evidently not contain 6≡ or Z≡, or b^l or bl·, nor can contain 6≡Z≡; hence q = 0. Finally, will contain c® and T<^, but Zig θa∏ only contain ac to these letters the combination hence r = 0.Consequently ZΓθ does not depend on H^. As regards fl^2, ∑G,
Hi, H^, not vanishing, this may be made at once apparent by making all the letters but g vanish; the H’s, then become identical with the coefficients of 
none of which are zero except that of λ®. The same or a similar demonstration may be extended to H^ and easily generalized; hence, then, this most unexpected and surprising law is fully made out*.To return to the subject of canonical forms, I have not found the method so signally successful in its application to the 4th and 8th degrees, conduct to the solution of other degrees, such as the 6th, 12th, or 16th, of all of which I have made trial; possibly another canonical form must be substituted to meet the exigency of these cases]·; and it may be remarked in general, that if we have a function of the (2n)th degree, the canonical form assumed may be taken, 
where K, in lieu of being the squared product of

* This demonstration, however, does not extend to show that the coefficients of the powers of λ may not possibly be dependents, that is, explicit functions of one another combined with other invariants not included among their number, or of these latter alone. For example, in the case of the 12th degree, we know by Mr Cayley’s law that there must be two invariants of the 4th order. Our determinant gives only one of these. Call the other one A\; by the above reasoning it is not disproved but that we may have
I believe, however, that the 7i’s may be demonstrated without much difficulty to be primitive or fundamental invariants. The law of Mr Cayley here adverted to admits of being stated in the following terms :—The number of independent invariants of the 4th order belonging to a function of x, y of the nth degree is equal to the number of solutions in integers (not less than zero) of the equation 2x + 3y=n-3. Vide his memorable paper (in which several numerical errors occur against which the reader should be cautioned) “On Linear Transformations,” vol. i. 

Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, new series. There is no great difficulty in showing, by aid of the doctrine of symmetrical functions, that there can never be more than one quadratic or one cubic invariant, and in what cases there is one or the other, or each, to any given function of two variables. The general law, however, for the number of invariants of any order other than 2, 3, 4 remains to be made out, and is a great desideratum in the theory of linear transformations.t See the Postscript [p. 283] for a verification of this conjecture.
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280 On a remarkable Discovery in the Theory of [41may be any hyperdeterminant, or (as I shall in future call such functions) covariant of this product, understanding P (zr, y} to be a covariant of 
f{x, y} when P {lx + my, nx + py} stands in precisely the same relation to 
f(lx + my, nx-∖- ρy') as P {x, y} to f(x, y∖ provided only that Ip — mιι = i. For the relation and distinction between covariants and contra variants, see a short article of mine* in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal for this month. In endeavouring to apply the method of the text to the Sextic Function 
thrown under the form where
I obtain the following equations:

In these equations, if we call the quantities multiplied by e respectively 
L, M, N, P, we shall find 
and where I denotes the determinant, or, as I shall in future call such function (in order to avoid the obscurity and confusion arising from employing the same word in two different senses), the Discriminant∙f∙, which is the biquadratic (and of course sole) invariant of the cubic function

The reduction of the function of the fourth degree to its canonical form may be effected very easily by means of the properties of the invariants of[* p. 200 above.]+ “Discriminant,” because it affords the discrimen or test for ascertaining whether or not equal factors enter into a function of two variables, or more generally of the existence or otherwise of multiple points in the locus represented or characterized by any algebraical function, the most obvious and first observed species of singularity in such function or locus. Progress in these researches is impossible without the aid of clear expression; and the first condition of a good nomenclature is that different things shall be called by different names. The innovations in mathematical language here and elsewhere (not without high sanction) introduced by the author, have been never adopted except under actual experience of the embarrassment arising from the want of them, and will require no vindication to those who have reached that point where the necessity of some such additions becomes felt.
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41] Canonical Forms and of Hyperdeterminants. 281 the canonical form, as I have shown in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathe
matical Journal. Accordingly I have endeavoured to ascertain whether the reduction of the sixth degree might not be effected by a similar method.If we start with the form where ic + y+,^ = O,which is only another mode of representing the canonical form previously given, we shall find that there are four independent invariants, of the second, fourth, sixth and tenth degrees. Calling these H^, and writingSj, 5j, ¾ for α + δ + c, ab + ac + bc, abc it will be found, after performing some extremely elaborate computations, that

∕fjo is too enormously long to attempt to compute; but we can easily prove its independent existence by making m = 0, in which case the (determinant, or, to use the new term proposed, the) discriminant of aafi + by^ + cz^ becomes the product of the twenty-five forms of the expression
Now in general the value of such a product for 11 + γ^. 1^ is obviouslyof the form 
for Λvhen α = 0 or = 0 or 7 = 0, the product must become respectively 
{β + 7)’, (7 + a)® and (α + yS)®. Moreover, without caring to calculate f g↑, it is enough for our present purpose to satisf}^ ourselves that g cannot be zero, as then the product would have a factor (a + β + 7)’. Hence, then, on putting

* Such a product in the language of the most modern continental analysis is, I believe, termed a Norm. If we suppose the general function of x, y of the 4th degree thrown under the form Au* + Bv* + Cw*, where u + r + w = 0, and the general function of x, y, z of the 3rd degree thrown under the form √lu≡ + 2iv≡ + Cι^≡ + D⅛∖ where M + t> + w + tf = 0, the theory of norms will afford an instantaneous and, so to speak, intuitive demonstration of the respective related theorems, and the discriminant (aliter determinant) of each such function is decomposable into the sum of a square and a cube. Each of these forms is indeterminate, in either case there being but two relations fixed between the coefficients Λ, B, C; Λ, B, C, Z); and we may easily establish the following singular species of algebraical porism. In the first case 
and in the second case are invariable ratio».t /=-625, iz = 3125.
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282 On a remarkable Discovery in the Theory of [41 α = be, β = ac, <y = ab, yve see that the discriminant, when τn is 0, will be of the formBut when m is 0, ∑G vanishes, and there is no term or ¾ in J/g· Hence evidently the discriminant just found cannot be dependent on 
or nor is it possible to make 
that is.a perfect square on account of g not vanishing; so there is no upon which can depend. Hence, admitting, as there seems every reason to do, that the number of invariants of a function of x, y of the degree m is rti — 2, we find that the four invariants in the case of the first degree are respectively of the second, fourth, sixth, and tenth dimensions, a determination in itself, as a step to the completion of the theory of invariants, of no minor importance.But it seems hopeless by means of these forms to arrive at the desired canonical reduction. The forms, however, of H^, are ver^ remarkable as not rising above the first, first and second degrees respectively in ¾, s^, ⅜ Also Hi vanishes w’hen m = 0 and has been obtained by putting under the form of 
and taking the determinant

Consequently in general the vanishing of the above-written determinant will express the condition that a function of the sixth degree may be decomposable into three sixth powers. This also is true more generally. If F{x, y) be a function of 2ι' dimensions, the vanishing of the resultant in respect to 
x^, x^~^y ...y^ (taken dialytically) of 
will indicate that F admits of being decomposed into i powers of linear functions of x, y*.In consequence of the greater interest, at least to the author, of the preceding investigations, I have delayed the insertion of the promised continuation of my paper on extensions of the dialytic method, which will* Such a function so decomposable may be termed meio-catalectic. Meio-catalecticism for even-degreed functions is the analogue of singularity for odd-degreed functions.
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41] Canonical Forms and of Hyper determinants. 283appear in a subsequent Number. I take this opportunity of correcting a trifling slip of the pen which occurs towards the end* of the paper alluded to.Λz ΙJThe values of - and - become zero, and not infinite, when N= 0; and the z 2antepenultimate paragraph should end with the λvords “ an incomplete resultant.” The theorem also, in the last paragraph but one, should be stated more distinctly as subject to an important exception as follows.Whenever the resultant of a system of equations F =0, G = 0, &c. contains a factor this will indicate that, on making R' = 0, the given system of equations will admit of being satisfied by m algebraically distinct systems of values of the variables, except in those cases where there is a singularity in the forms of F, G, &c., taken either separately, or in partial combination with one another. An example will serve to make the meaning of the exception apparent. Let F, G, H denote three quadratic equations in a? and y, so that F = 0, G = 0, H = 0 may be conceived as representing three conic sections. Let R be the resultant of F, G, H, and suppose the relations of the coefficients in F, G, H to be such that R = R'"^; then R' = 0 will imply the existence of one or the other of the three following conditions : namely, either that the three conics have a chord in common, which is the most general inference; or, which is less general, that two of the conics touch one another; or, which is the most special case of all, that one of the conics is a pair of right lines.So, again, if we have two equations in x, and their resultant contains F^, this may arise either from one of the functions containing a square factor, or from their being susceptible, on instituting one further condition, namely of F = 0, of having a quadratic factor in common between them.P.S. The conjecture made in the preceding pages has been since confirmed by the discovery of a modification in the canonical form applicable to functions of the sixth degree, which simplifies the theory in a remarkable manner. Assume f{x, y}, a function of the sixth degree, as equal to 
where «, v, w, linear functions of x and y, satisfy the equation« + w + w = 0 ;then will the product of umυ be capable of being determined by means of the solution of a quadratic e(]uation, of the square root of whose roots the coefficients of uυw will be known linear functions. Thus by an affected quadratic, a pure quadratic, and a cubic equation, the values of u, v, w may be completely ascertained. The discussion of this theory, and of a general inverse method for assigning the true (in the sense of the most manageable) Canonical Form for functions of any even degree, will form the subject of a subsequent communication.[∙ p. 2G4 above.]
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